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Abstract
Forest trees are valued sources of pulp, timber and biofuels, and serve a role in
carbon sequestration, biodiversity maintenance and watershed stability. Examining the
relationships among genetic, phenotypic and environmental factors for these species
provides insight on the areas of concern for breeders and researchers alike. The
TreeGenes database is a web-based repository that is home to 1790 tree species and
over 1500 registered users. The database provides a curated archive for high-throughput
genomics, including reference genomes, transcriptomes, genetic maps and variant
data. These resources are paired with extensive phenotypic information and environmental layers. TreeGenes recently migrated to Tripal, an integrated and open-source
database schema and content management system. This migration enabled developments focused on data exchange, data transfer and improved analytical capacity, as
well as providing TreeGenes the opportunity to communicate with the following partner
databases: Hardwood Genomics Web, Genome Database for Rosaceae, and the Citrus
Genome Database. Recent development in TreeGenes has focused on coordinating information for georeferenced accessions, including metadata acquisition and ontological
frameworks, to improve integration across studies combining genetic, phenotypic and
environmental data. This focus was paired with the development of tools to enable
comparative genomics and data visualization. By combining advanced data importers,
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relevant metadata standards and integrated analytical frameworks, TreeGenes provides
a platform for researchers to store, submit and analyze forest tree data.
Database URL: https://treegenesdb.org/Drupal

Introduction
The availability of high-throughput sequencing has enabled
the assembly of over 4500 eukaryote genomes in the past
10 years (8). Despite this tremendous progress, fewer than
300 are land plant genomes and only 26 represent forest
tree species (29). The vast majority of genomics data are
generated in the form of transcriptomes, targeted sequencing such as exome capture, or genotyping-by-sequencing
(GBS). In addition to limitations of reference material,
traditional repositories for genomics data, including plant
genomics, provide limited access, curation and integration
for non-model organisms. Repositories focused on the plant
kingdom, such as the Joint Genome Institute’s (JGI) Phytozome (9), serve as the gold standard for reference plant
genomes but do not integrate beyond the genome sequence
and the associated annotation. A related challenge surrounding high-throughput technologies is the cost required
to store this information. The cost to keep a single base
pair on local hardware or in the ‘cloud’ has now exceeded
the expense associated with sequence generation (26). Primary repositories must decide what types of data are most
critical for their user base and how to provide this in a
value-added context. For example, NCBI’s Genbank is no
longer accepting variant data that is not associated with
biomedical models (8). For plants, and other organisms, it
is the role of the clade and model organism databases to
fill these voids for data collection and provide a platform
by which these data can be integrated and queried in a
manner that is consistent with the objectives of the research
community.
TreeGenes is a clade organism database for forest trees,
representing 16 orders and over 1790 species (Figure 1).
This repository stores and curates genetic information and
the related phenotypic and environmental metrics to provide value to various end users. The data consumers of
TreeGenes represent academic research labs, commercial
breeders, government agencies and a variety of foundations. Although their objectives vary, they share a common interest in integrating data across scales to develop
approaches for assisted migration (1), reforestation (24),
marker-assisted breeding (21) and pathogen management
(23) at the population level. Population scale studies are
aimed at improving and understanding forest tree populations through comparative genomics, ecological genomics
and quantitative genetics (25). While genomics technologies

are enabling these endeavors, the resources available for
specific species vary as widely as the organizations focused
on them (22).
Since its inception in the 1990s as a framework to
store genetic maps, the TreeGenes database has grown to
hold nearly every genetic and genomic data type available
(27, 28). Recent collaborations with large-scale research
projects have mandated that phenotypic data be stored
in a relational manner alongside these genomics datasets.
Moreover, it has become apparent that environmental data
are also needed to answer questions relevant to threatened
forests and breeding populations. The diverse research
interests of the community, numerous species studied and
wide-ranging technologies require extensive metadata in
order to integrate and analyze the heterogeneous data
downstream. Beyond data integration, the necessity to
store novel data types and implement new standards as
the field rapidly changes requires a flexible, modular and
standardized framework. Towards this end, TreeGenes has
become a part of the federation of Tripal databases and
has developed modules focused on cross-site querying, data
transfer and direct access to analytical tools that serve the
unique forest tree community.

Software architecture of TreeGenes
TreeGenes is an early
adopter of the Tripal v3 framework to organize and integrate data, develop new applications and coordinate data
exchange. This open source toolkit facilitates the construction of high quality, standards-based, genetic databases. The
Tripal platform, first released in 2008, currently supports
over 120 sites for a wide range of species (2). Tripal unifies
the Generic Model Organism Database schema known
as Chado (3) with the content management system, Drupal (https://www.drupal.org/). The core Tripal installation
provides a series of templates to store and query common sequence types such as genes, proteins and genome
sequences, as well as publications. This union of web and
database tools provides a framework that can be easily
deployed and expanded. Tripal encourages database managers to develop and share extension modules that can
provide additional features for new data types or more efficient data access. Recent development of Tripal v3 involved
a collaboration among TreeGenes, Hardwood Genomics
TreeGenes’ underlying Tripal framework.
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic representation of the forest tree orders held in the TreeGenes database. The orders are listed and the number of species in
each are included parenthetically. Cyan branches represent gymnosperm orders; green branches represent angiosperm orders.

Project (6), Genome Database for Rosaceae (4), Citrus
Genome Database (https://www.citrusgenomedb.org) and
the Legume Federation (https://legumefederation.org) to
enable cross-database communication and connection to
analytical pipelines through three core modules, Tripal
Exchange, Tripal Galaxy and Tripal Transfer, branded as
Tripal Gateway.
In cases where the database schema diverges from standard nomenclature or holds new data types, Tripal Exchange (http://tripal.info/tutorials/v3.x/web-services) provides greater flexibility for local architectures through web
services. This feature permits each Tripal database to define
their terms, and therefore provides a mechanism to search
the same data types across Tripal databases, regardless
of how they are stored. An extension on this framework
developed by Hardwood Genomics Web includes Tripal
ElasticSearch (7). This module allows Tripal sites to index
the content they would like to share and provides an
interface for cross-site query.
In addition to providing a mechanism for data access across sites, accessible analytical frameworks are required to process large datasets. Tripal Galaxy (https://www.
drupal.org/project/tripal_galaxy) provides an API to communicate with any Galaxy server. This web-based platform

provides transparent and reproducible research through
open source bioinformatic applications and connected
workflows (5). Galaxy was first developed to enable
access to packages commonly implemented in genomics
research and has gained utility across a number of disciplines. The Tripal Galaxy API enables administrators to
develop workflows custom to their data and provides
guided parameterization as well as management of the
required high performance computing resources available locally or remotely. The API does this through the
use of the blend4php (https://github.com/galaxyproject/
blend4php) library, a wrapper for the Galaxy API written
specifically for PHP-based applications such as Drupal.
While Tripal Exchange provides a mechanism for crosssite query and Tripal Galaxy provides an API to an established analytical platform, there remains a need to bring
datasets that are several gigabytes to several terabytes in
size across the network. This transfer remains one of the
more significant bottlenecks for big data manipulation.
Tripal Transfer (https://github.com/feltus/BDSS) focuses on
optimizing the transfer of large datasets from primary data
sources, such as GenBank, as well as other Tripal sites
through identification of the optimal path and reliance on
hubs with direct connections to Internet2. Efficient data
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Figure 2. The internal design of Chado and connections to other areas of TreeGenes. Items in green boxes are part of the structure of the Chado
relational database. Items in blue are used exclusively for CartograTree, but the module does pull data from multiple parts of the database. Sequence
data are displayed or manipulated by a number of tools. The tools developed by TreeGenes are dark green, and the ones implemented by other
groups are in light green.

transfer allows the products of cross-site queries to localize
at the appropriate Galaxy instance for analysis.
Back-end Database and the web interface of TreeGenes. TreeGenes
stores data within the Chado schema, organized around
three primary content types: colleague, publication and
species (18) (Figure 2). The colleague module represents
1093 researchers across 873 institutions worldwide.
These colleagues have profiles that define their species
of interest, publications, as well as contact details.
Currently, a total of 24 847 publications are housed in
TreeGenes that are sourced bi-weekly from Web of Science (https://clarivate.com/products/web-of-science/) and
manually imported from Dryad (https://datadryad.org/).
Colleague information can be linked to these publications
and the recent integration of ORCID (https://orcid.org)
credentials assists with this authentication. Species records
are associated with both colleagues and literature. NCBI’s
Taxonomy database serves as the basis for locating
information associated with the 1791 species in TreeGenes
(8). Addition of a new species into TreeGenes is based
upon availability of at least one piece of genetic data
from the taxonomic orders of interest. Associated genetic,
phenotypic and environmental data are imported from user
submissions, as well as primary and secondary data banks
based upon the most recent update of literature and species
records.

The TreeGenes repository is accessible through any
browser pointed at treegenesdb.org. Individual pages are
designed and maintained through Drupal, which facilitates
web forms, summary pages and administrative pages. The
homepage provides access to research community relevant
lists, current large-scale research collaborations, as well
as access to pages serving the related search forms and
tools (Figure 3A and B). Data content can be directly
queried through the search interfaces via Drupal forms
or the ElasticSearch Tripal module which is presented as a
search bar on pages representing indexed data types. Both
approaches access the TreeGenes data organized in Chado
and optimized for query via materialized views. In addition
to web-based queries, flat files of sequence sets, including
full genomes and indexes for short read aligners acting
on these reference genomes, are available on TreeGene’s
FTP. Several Tripal extension modules are installed on the
website to provide visualization and analytical features.
Open source software architecture of TreeGenes. TreeGenes is distributed across independent and replicated web, database
and application servers to promote a development to
production model (Figure 4). All hardware is running
CentOS 7 Linux. The web servers host: Tripal v3, Drupal
v7, NGINX v1.10.2, PHP v7.0.25, CMAP (https://github.
com/LegumeFederation/cmap-js), H5AI (https://larsjung.
de/h5ai/) and JBrowse (16). The database servers host
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Figure 3. Screen captures of the main TreeGenes webpages. (A) The home page of the TreeGenes database has links to various tools such as JBrowse
and CartograTree, as well as links to download and search pages. (B) The JBrowse page landing page which features access to the viewer as well
as associated ﬂat ﬁles and short read alignment indexes.
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Figure 4. Conceptual overview of the TreeGenes database. The architecture (hardware and software) underlying TreeGenes. There are three distinct
servers: database, web and application. The database server, running PostgreSQL, houses Chado and GeoServer. This connects to the web server
which houses Tripal, Drupal and the web server software, NGINX, as well as FTP through h5ai. ElasticSearch is installed as an extension module to
provide access to indexed content in the database and search indexed content in partner databases (Genome Database for Rosaceae and Hardwood
Genomics Web). The web server connects to the app server which hosts Galaxy and gives TreeGenes users access to computational resources.

PostgreSQL v9.5 with the Chado schema and GeoServer
v2.11.2. The application server hosts a Galaxy instance
v17.09, as well as independent applications responsible for
batch processing of large genomic datasets.

Data sources for TreeGenes
Genetics and genomics. NCBI’s GenBank serves as the primary
repository for raw sequence data (SRA), reference genomes
(WGS and Genome), assembled transcriptomes (TSA),
expressed sequence tags (ESTs), complementary DNA
(cDNA) and expression studies (GEO). TreeGenes currently
hosts 2142 BioProjects, 19 genomes, 2 303 178 TSA
records, 588 695 EST records, 188 982 cDNA records,
15 109 808 dbSNP records and 466 GEO studies from
GenBank. Aside from GenBank, reference genomes may
also be curated from JGI’s Phytozome (9) or Ensembl (10).
An additional 14 genomes hosted by TreeGenes are sourced
from Phytozome or Ensembl.
While many forest tree species lack reference genome
assemblies, approximately 186 species are represented by
studies focused on the coding regions of the genome. Community projects, such as 1000 Plants (1KP), provide an
important source of information for 87 of the TreeGenes
hosted species. From this project and the combined GenBank resources (EST, cDNA, TSA), TreeGenes curates a
non-redundant set of UniGenes for 40 species that serve as
a comprehensive resource for species specific gene sets.
TreeGenes hosts genotypic data, in the form of SSRs
and SNPs for 69 species. This information was previously

imported from NCBI’s dbSNP but is currently the product
of direct submissions to the database. Population level
studies in the form of genotyping assays, exome capture and
GBS are the primary sources of variant data.

Phenotypes and phenomics. Phenotypic terms and their associated measures are primarily collected and curated from
direct submissions by authors to TreeGenes. Phenotypes are
accepted for trees that have exact as well as approximate
georeferenced locations. Additional phenotypic metrics are
collected from three independent sources: TRY-DB, Dryad
and TreeSnap (https://treesnap.org/). The international
web-based repository TRY-DB stores plant trait terms
available from over 400 researcher-contributed databases
(11). The TreeGenes database has imported 6049 unique
terms from 693 tree species from TRY-DB to date. As a
consumer and an accession provider of data associated with
peer reviewed journals, Dryad has become an important
source of phenotypic (as well as associated genotypic)
data in TreeGenes representing a total of 33 studies.
Dryad is widely adopted by ecology and evolutionary
biology journals and a subset of submissions can be
curated for phenotypic metrics for georeferenced tree
species. The variable file format options in Dryad require
a manual curation process before data can be imported
to the database. In addition to curated phenotypic data,
the citizen science and land manager focused mobile
application, TreeSnap, provides a venue for identifying
and reporting phenotypic measures for specific forest
tree species. TreeGenes routinely imports validated and
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Table 1. Environmental data available in TreeGenes. For each data set, the provider, the name of the data set, its source and a
short description are shown, along with the format in which it is stored, and how it can be accessed in TreeGenes
Provider

Environmental layer

Description

Storage

Access

WorldClim v2 (15, 33–39)

Minimum temperature1

Average monthly climate
data for 1970–2000

GeoTiff files

Raster layers in
CartograTree

Composition of 15,773 soil
mapping units, and
standardized soil parameters
for top- and subsoil.
Distribution maps of 135
tree species
Estimates for tree cover and
bare ground
Data related to
evapotranspiration
processes and rainfall deficit
for potential vegetative
growth
The height of the world’s
forests
The extent of the intact
forest landscapes

PostGIS table

Vector layer in
CartograTree

Shape files

Vector layers in
CartograTree
Raster layer in
CartograTree
Raster layer in
CartograTree

Conservation Biology Institute (30, 40)

Maximum temperature2
Average temperature3
Precipitation4
Solar radiation5
Wind speed6
Water vapor pressure7
Harmonized World Soil
Database8

US Forest Service (19, 41)

Species range maps9

US Geological Survey (43)

Tree cover10

Global Aridity and PET Database
(31, 32, 43)

Annual global aridity11

NASA (44)

Canopy height12

Intact Forest Landscapes (45)

Intact Forest Landscapes13

GeoTiff files
GeoTiff file

GeoTiff file
Shape files

Raster layer in
CartograTree
Vector layers in
CartograTree

1 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_tmin.zip
2 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_tmax.zip
3 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_tavg.zip
4 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_prec.zip
5 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_srad.zip
6 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_wind.zip
7 http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/data/worldclim/v2.0/tif/base/wc2.0_30s_vapr.zip
8 http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=1d16ed2a0aa24ab39e5ee6c491965883
9 https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/atlas/littlefia/
10 https://landcover.usgs.gov/glc/
11 http://www.cgiar-csi.org/data/global-aridity-and-pet-database
12 https://landscape.jpl.nasa.gov/
13 http://www.intactforests.org/data.ifl.html

georeferenced forest trees accessions from TreeSnap, and
has collected data on 255 trees (68 species) to date.
TreeGenes stores georeferenced environmental data, which is crucial for interrogating genotypic
data in diverse forest tree populations (Table 1). TreeGenes
curates and hosts global environmental data from public
repositories and local data uploaded by authors prior to
publication. These data can be accessed from the custom
extension module, CartograTree (12).

Environmental data.

Community submissions and standards. In this past 5 years alone,
over 670 studies have been published on association genetics and/or landscape genomics of forest trees. Very little of
this data is formally collected as georeferenced accessions
with full integration of genotype and phenotype. TreeGenes

has developed the Tripal Plant Pop-Gen Submit pipeline
(TPPS) to specifically capture data and metadata describing
genotype, phenotype and environmental studies associated
with landscape genomics or association genetics investigations (Figure 5). The workflow relies on a series of questions
to properly describe the experimental design, including
location, replication and treatments. These questions also
guide the system on the types of raw and intermediate
data to request. Raw sequence data and reference genomes
are sent to the primary repositories and linked back to
TreeGenes via NCBI/EBI accession numbers. Intermediate
deliverables, such as assemblies and genotypes, are accepted
within the TPPS workflow. TPPS is able to accommodate a
wide range of designs common to forest genetics studies:
landscape sampling, breeding plots, common gardens and
growth chamber experiments.
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Figure 5. Submission and data acquisition avenues for the TreeGenes database. Clockwise from top left: TreeGenes automatically imports literature
data from Web of Science, sequence and genotypic information from GenBank and georeferenced phenotypic data from TreeSnap; users can
submit genotypic, phenotypic, environmental and literature data through the TPPS platform; users can also submit genetic maps through the CMap
pipeline; TreeGenes managers manually import sequence data from Ensembl and 1KP, phenotypic data from TRY-DB and georeferenced genotypic
and phenotypic data from Dryad.

TPPS enforces minimal reporting standards and associated biological ontologies to provide reusable data. The
module employs standards established as the Minimal
Information About a Plant Phenotyping Experiment
(MIAPPE) to guide the collection of phenotypic data
as well as the overall experimental design (17). The
MIAPPE standards were developed from the objectives
of transPLANT, European Plant Phenotyping Network
and ELIXIR-EXCELERATE projects with the goal of
developing reporting requirements to describe plant
phenotyping experiments. MIAPPE integrates its minimal
reporting standards with existing ontological frameworks. TreeGenes has implemented five of these: Plant
Ontology (PO) (14), Chemical Entities of Biological
Interest (ChEBI) (33), Trait Ontology (TO) (34), Crop
Ontology (CO) (13), Phenotype And Trait Ontology
(PATO) (https://github.com/pato-ontology/pato) and a
custom TreeGenes ontology that serves to hold traits
in transition to established ontologies (Table 2). Plant
structure, development and trait terms are integrated with
PATO and supporting ontologies via the Planteome project
which enables comparative biology across the omics. In
addition to the traits and their associated plant structures,
genotypic values are collected through TPPS. Currently,
TPPS can accommodate both SNPs and microsatellites
(SSRs). This marker data is collected in the context of the

Table 2. Ontology frameworks and statistics for TreeGenes
Ontology

Unique Terms

Total Measures

PO
TO
CO
ChEBI
PATO
TreeGenes
Ontology (TGDR)

23
20
19
126
21
5

724 225
227 338
173 066
42 412
642 326
1745

sequencing design, which may include genotyping assays,
genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) approaches, transcriptomic
sequencing and whole genome resequencing. Community
standards, such as the Variant Common Format, are
preferred. However, alternatives consistent with minimal
reporting are accepted and will be converted and stored for
re-distribution in standard file formats. For all submissions
with genotypic values, TPPS requires the user to reference
a genome and version, or provide an intermediate assembly
(transcriptomic or genomic) from which the SNP calls were
derived. In a final, optional step, environmental data for the
georeferenced trees can be loaded directly from the layers
used or as independent measurements conducted by the
investigators.
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Following acceptance and validation of the data in the
TPPS module, an accession number is supplied that provides a long-term reference to the entire dataset. TreeGenes
works closely with journals focused on tree genetics to
encourage researchers to submit these data at the time of
publication. To date, TreeGenes has collected a total of 71
studies representing 56 species. The combination of TPPS
submissions as well as imported information from TRY-DB,
Dryad and TreeSNAP represents 36 730 176 genotypes and
935 596 phenotype records. Accepted studies are available
in TreeGenes under the ‘Tripal Plant Pop-Gen Submissions’
page, where users can download the associated flat files,
organized by content type.

Tools for query, submission, curation, analysis
and visualization
One of the main features of Tripal is its modular design,
which allows developers to easily create and publish custom
modules for others to use and install extensions developed by other members in the community. TreeGenes takes
advantage of this feature and provides its users a number of Tripal extension modules developed by either the
community or in-house, which enables the researchers to
stay entirely within the site executing an analysis. Custom
modules allow users to submit, query, analyze and visualize
data all within TreeGenes.
To query and analyze data in TreeGenes, users have
several options, enabled by the ElasticSearch module, Tripal
Sequence Similarity Search (TSeq) module and the upcoming OrthoQuery module. With ElasticSearch, users can perform text searches in TreeGenes, similar to a standard web
browser. Any table exposed by TreeGenes can be searched
using this module. For example, searching for ‘drought’
returns 179 publications that contain this term in their
title, abstract or keywords. The results are shown over
several pages, with part of the abstract of each publication
listed, the term highlighted in bold font and a link to
the publication page in TreeGenes. Moreover, ElasticSearch
enables fast and scalable searching across the Tripal sites it
is installed on. Currently, ElasticSearch is connected to the
Hardwood Genomics Project database, allowing users to
query available gene indexes, species, phenotypes, sequence
records and more. Once additional Tripal databases are
connected, such as the Genome Database for Rosaceae and
Citrus Genome Database, users and researchers will be able
to pull in an expansive set of data and search through
multiple sites and databases at once (4).
Sequence search functionality is provided by TSeq in
TreeGenes. TSeq provides access to the speed increase
available through Diamond (35) for BLASTP/BLASTX
style searches as well as traditional NCBI BLAST (36) for
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BLASTN. Both applications are integrated into a single
interface that provides file upload or copy/paste sequence
support for the query and access to formatted databases
for NCBI BLAST or Diamond. The target databases can
be customized for the categories of whole genome, gene,
protein and transcriptome/UniGene. TSeq leverages Tripal
Remote Job, another Tripal Extension module from the
community, to run jobs on external machines with high
computational capacity. The output is in the familiar
BLAST XML format and can be viewed in a table or
downloaded for the user’s convenience.
OrthoQuery is being developed for comprehensive comparative genomic analysis using orthogroups. Comparisons
across orthogroups can help characterize selection pressure,
evolutionary rate of specific gene families, novel gene
families and identify whole or partial genome duplication
events even in the absence of reference genome. Tools
like OrthoFinder (20) can execute such comparisons and
investigate relationships among sets of protein sequences.
These tools are however limited, as they do not allow
users to select and filter datasets, or provide a robust
visualization and query interface. OrthoQuery is a Tripal
module that provides a semi-automated analytical pipeline
and visualization platform. It identifies orthologous genes
from user-selected UniGenes represented in the database,
executes OrthoFinder optimized with Diamond and
utilizes the Tripal framework with Galaxy integration to
support execution of multiple workflows. Visualization
features are enabled by building a customized D3 script
(https://d3js.org/) that allows the user to interactively
interrogate specific gene families based on phylogenetic
relationships and query the specified orthogroups.
Visualization of genomic data residing in TreeGenes is
supported by two community-developed modules, JBrowse
and Natural Diversity Genotypes (https://www.drupal.org/
project/nd_genotypes). With JBrowse, users can visualize,
consult and analyze multiple genomes that are held in
the TreeGenes database (Figure 3B). JBrowse is an online
genome browser built in HTML5 and JavaScript that provides a low latency tool for the visualization of genomes
and genome annotation. The Natural Diversity Genotypes
module adds a specialized interface for displaying information from the central tables in a Chado database schema.
A search view, genotype view and sequence view create a
more usable experience for users looking to summarize this
information. This module also provides genotype search
functionality such that users can select individuals and
variants of interest, followed by the option of downloading
the desired dataset as a tab-delimited file.
CartograTree is a visualization and analysis module for
meta-analysis of genotype, phenotype and environmental data of georeferenced tree accessions derived from
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association genetics and landscape genomics studies. It
is challenging for researchers to identify and combine
the resources necessary for meta-analysis of landscape
genomics and association mapping studies. Hurdles include
different projections of global information system (GIS)
data, improper formatting of source files or incomplete
genotype and phenotype metrics. CartograTree leverages
the TreeGenes database to present genetic and phenotypic
data in a simple, visual interface for researchers, and
create visualizations based on results. Trees can be queried
by species or study affiliation directly through the tool
or loaded into CartograTree via links provided from
species detail pages and the TPPS landing page. TPPS
submitted studies provide direct access to the genotypic and
phenotypic values. CartograTree also provides an interface
for properly formatted environmental data, allowing
researchers to focus on designing the workflows to integrate
biotic and abiotic data. These analyses can be supported
within CartograTree since it integrates with the Galaxy
platform that is home to a variety of bioinformatic tools
and workflows.

Conclusions and future directions
The TreeGenes database has served the forest genetics
community since the early 1990s. It was implemented first
as Dendrome, a repository to hold information related to
genetic linkage maps and the researchers who generated
them. Over the years, the database embraced a relational
model to store data and expanded to include data submitted
not only by its own users, but also information curated by
numerous primary and secondary sources. Recent development has focused on providing an integrated platform that
contains genetic information, as well as the associated phenotype and environmental information. In the era of highthroughput sequencing, TreeGenes adopted more efficient
models for data storage and developed custom interfaces
that were focused on retrieving larger datasets or executing
sequence similarity searches for numerous sequences. The
recent transition to the Tripal framework was fueled by
the desire to develop in a more flexible and sustainable
platform. Tripal provides a framework that can adapt to
new data types on the back end and provide an interface
that can be quickly customized on the front end. Migration
to Tripal also provided membership to a community of
over 100 databases, many of which are supporting plantfocused research. The Tripal Gateway framework, available
in version 3, has provided functionality to support crosssite query, efficient data transfer and access to analytical pipelines, such as Galaxy. The TreeGenes database is
unique in its wide species representation and minimal reference sequence resources. For its community, TreeGenes has
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pursued comparative genomics and population genomics
through the development of Tripal extension modules, such
as TPPS, TSeq, OrthoQuery and CartograTree.
Future development in TreeGenes is focused on advanced
metadata integration, analytical pipelines that can work
with user provided data and further integration with
partner databases to achieve improved visualization
for comparative genomics. The field of genomics will
continue to evolve with sequencing technologies that can
generate more reference material and assess even larger
populations. The field of phenomics, especially for forest
biology, is moving toward remote sensing technologies to
provide high-throughput phenotypic for forest health and
production. If developers combine these in an integrated
environment with appropriate metadata and analytical
capacity, the research impact will be tremendous.
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